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1. Introduction 
The Hamilton formalism in fibred manifolds is the multimomentum generalization 
of the familiar Hamilton formalism to the case of a fibred manifold K : E -+ X 
over a n-dimensional manifold X [l, 21. It was generalized to degenerate Lagrangian 
systems [8]. In this case, multimomentum Hamiltonian forms are not derived from 
Lagrangians. To define them, we have introduced the generalized Liouville form and 
the canonical splitting of a multimomentum Hamiltonian form by means of a connection 
on E induced by this form [5]. In this article, we develop the intrinsic formulation of 
the above-mentioned Hamilton formalism in the terms of Hamiltonian jet fields which 
play the same role as Hamiltonian vector fields in the familiar Hamilton formalism. 
By a bundle, we mean a locally trivial fibred manifold. The tangent bundle TM and 
the cotangent bundle T*M over a manifold M are provided with the induced bundle 
coordinates. By VE and V*E, we denote the vertical tangent and cotangent bundles 
over a fibred manifold E. For the sake of simplicity, the pullback bundles n*(TX) and 
n*(T*X) over E are denoted by TX and T*X. 
Given a fibred manifold E, let J’E be the first order jet manifold associated with E. 
By Eol and El, we denote the the jet bundle ~01 : J1 E ---f E and the fibred manifold 
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~1 : J’E + X respectively. The Legendre bundle associated with E is 
rn:II=AnT*X~TX~V*E+E. 
By III, we denote the fibred manifold nnx : II ---f X. 
A fibred manifold E is provided with an atlas of fibred coordinates (z’, yi). Corre- 
spondingly, (z A, yi, yi) are affine fibred coordinates of Jf E and (xx, yi, pi) are adapted 
fibred coordinate of II. 
Sections of E”’ are called jet fields on E. Global jet fields are connections on E. 
The generalized Liouville form on the Legendre bundle Il is defined to be the canon- 
ical bundle monomorphism 
0 : II + An+‘T*E $ TX, 
8 = -p;dyi A w @I dA, w = dx’ A.. . A dx”. (1) 
The corresponding symplectic form on lYl is the vertical differential 
S-2 = -dv8 = dp; A dyi A w @ &. (2) 
Let f be a jet field on Ill. Our formulation of the Hamilton formalism in fibred man- 
ifolds is based on the notions of a Hamiltonian jet field r and a multimomentum 
Hamiltonian form H which satisfy the relation f _I R = dH. 
If sections of a fibred manifold E describe classical fields, one can apply the Hamil- 
ton formalism in fibred manifolds to field theory [6,7]. In this work, we develop the 
covariant Hamiltonian formulation of gauge theory of principal connections on a princi- 
pal bundle P with a structure group G. They are represented by sections of the bundle 
JIP/G. The crucial point consists in constructing a connection on this bundle. The 
Hamilton formalism in fibred manifolds enables us to consider Hamiltonian systems 
on composite fibred manifolds. In analytical mechanics these are systems with variable 
parameters. In field theory, composite fibred manifolds describe spontaneous symmetry 
breaking [4], e.g., in gravitation theory [6]. 
2. Technical preliminaries 
We assume that all morphisms are of class C” and manifolds are real, Hausdorff, 
finite-dimensional, second-countable and connected. 
Transition functions between coordinate charts of J1 E and Il read 
X 'A = fA(x"), y'i = f(x",yj), 
y; = (ypjfi + dpfi)dxf’“, 
piA8jfi = Jp$b’pf’y J-l = det(8,fx). 
One says that a fibred manifold E admits the vertical splitting if VE is isomorphic 
to the pullback bundle 
r*(E) = E x E (3) 
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where i? is a vector bundle over X. An affine bundle E modelled on a vector bundle 
E admits the canonical vertical splitting (3). 
By forms on a manifold M, we mean differential forms 
taking their values in a vector bundle B over M. If B = TM, 
tangent-valued forms. If M = E is a fibred manifold, we consider 
4: E 4 A’T*XgB. 
they are termed the 
the horizontal forms 
If r = n, they are called the horizontal densities. A vertical-valued horizontal l-form 
(B = VE) is called a soldering form on E. 
Let E’ be a vector bundle over X. Every bundle morphism 
g5:E+AmT*X@E’ (4) 
can be represented by a a*( E/)-valued horizontal m-form on E which we call a pullback- 
valued form and denote by the same symbol 4. Conversely, every pullback-valued form 
on E corresponds to some morphism (4). 
Given JIE, there exist the canonical morphisms 
They define 
51 
e^, 
: Eol + T’X 8 TE, 
E 
81 = &CA @ a^x = dzA @ (ax + Y@i), 
* Eol + T’E @ VE, . 
E 
e2 = i&ii @ 8; = (d?j - j/idZ’) @ 8;. 
the bundle monomorphisms 
: n;(TX) 3 6’~ + 5~ = dx J 81 E &(TE), 
: r&(V*E) 3 dyi + d^yyi = e2 J dyi E &(T*E). (5) 
In particular, there exists the horizontal splitting of the exterior differential 
d = dH + dv = dz’& + iiy’& 
over JIE. Using this splitting and the monomorphisms (5), one can define the vertical 
differential dv of the pullback-valued forms (4). If E admits the vertical splitting (3), 
then d& is a pullback-valued form 
dVb : E + ii?‘* A (/j”T*X) @ E’. 
We consider the repeated jet manifold J’J1 E = J’E’, its semiholonomic subman- 
ifold .?E and the ‘&order jet manifold J2E. They are provided with the adapted 
coordinates (xx, yi, yi, yfx), yt,), (xx, y”, yi = ylx), ytx) and (z’, yi,yi, ybx = yf,) re- 
spectively. We have the canonical splitting 
J^LE = J2E $iE(/j2T’X $ VE). 
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A jet field I on E can be represented by the horizontal form 191 o I? on E which we 
denote by the same symbol 
r = dzX @ (aA + r@;). 
If I is a connection and u is a soldering form on E, then I + u is a connection on 
E. If I’ and I” are connections on E, then I’ - I is a soldering form on E. 
A connection I on E generates the connection 
vr : VE -+ VJ’E = JIVE, 
on the fibred manifold VE + X where Vr is the vertical tangent morphism to I. We 
have the induced connection 
on the fibred manifold V*E -+ X due to the fact that the vector bundle JIV*E ---f J1 E 
is dual to the vector bundle J’VE -+ JIE. 
Let rp : P + X be a principal bundle with a structure finite-dimensional Lie group 
G. It possesses the canonical trivial vertical splitting: 
(Y: VP + P x 81, 
pr2000rm= J,, (6) 
where gl is the left Lie algebra of the group G, {Jm} is a basis for gl and r,,, denote 
the corresponding fundamental (left invariant) vector fields on P. Let {z~} be an atlas 
of P and (am) be group parameters of G. The bundle P is provided with the bundle 
coordinates 
P”(P) = ~Y!I7,), P = d~Pmb PEP, gp=T (7) 
which are adapted to the vertical splitting (6). 
A principal connection A on P is a section of the bundle PO’ which is equivariant 
under the canonical action of G on P on the right. In the coordinates (7), it is given 
by expressions 
A’~(z~,~“)T~ = Ay(zP,O)adgpl(r,). 
The corresponding principal connection form and the local connection l-form read 
A = (P - 4%@zX) Jm, 
A, = -A~(z)J,d& AT(z) = Ay(d‘,O). (8) 
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Let E be a P-associated bundle with a standard fibre V. A principal connection A 
on P induces the associated principal connection I? on E. With respect to associated 
atlases of P and E, r takes the form 
I’“,(Y) = AX% 
where 1, are generators of the group G acting on V on the left. 
Let E be the composite fibred manifold 
?CX OnEC :E-tC+X (9) 
where C is a bundle over X and E -+ C is a bundle denoted by Ec. Its fibred coordinates 
are bundle coordinates 
6-6 urn, Y9 (10) 
of Ec where (x x, am) are bundle coordinates of C. The corresponding fibred coordinates 
of the jet manifolds J’C, JIEc, and JIE are (xx,P,ay), (xX,P,yi,$,yk) and 
(xX, cm, yi, ay, yi) respectively. 
Given a section h of C and a section q!q of Ec, their composite 
4=4coh (11) 
is a section of E. Conversely, all sections 4 of E are represented by composites (11). 
There is the following canonical morphism of jet manifolds 
p : JIC x J’Ec + J’E, 
c 
p(_i’h .& 2’ I ,h) = ?(ch 0 h) r 7 
yi 0 p = y:,a,m + y”x. 
It follows that, given connections 
I = dxA @ (ax + ry&J, 
AZ = dxX @ (& + A”l&) + da” @ (am + Ai&) 
on C and Ec, one can construct the connection 
(12) 
A = dxX @ [ax + I-yarn + (ALI’T + &a;] 
on E. We call it a Berry type connection because of the term 
AkI’ydx’ @ 8;. 
(13) 
(14) 
3. Hamilton formalism in fibred manifolds 
For the sake of simplicity, we further identify forms which differ from each other in 
the natural contraction. 
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Definition 3.1. The multimomentum Liouville form is defined to be the canonical 
bundle monomorphism (1) or the associated form 
e^ = &(e) = -p;dyi A w @ & = p;dyi A wA - p;y;A)w, WA = &Jw, 
on the jet manifold JlIIr provided with the adapted coordinates (zx,yi,p>,yfP), p;“,). 
Definition 3.2. The multimomentum symplectic form is defined to be the r&(TX)- 
valued form (2) or the associated horizontal form on JlIIr: 
6 = &(O) = dp; A dyi A wA + p;Xxdy’ A w - yi’A,dp; A w = d& 
Definition 3.3. Let f; be a jet field (resp. connection) on II,. We say that 
I! = dx’ @ (aA + T{,)d, + r$Y;) 
is a Hamiltonian jet field (resp. Hamiltonian connection) if the form R o I! is exact. 
Definition 3.4. A global exterior form H on the Legendre bundle II is called a mul- 
timomentum Hamiltonian form if, on a neighborhood of each point of II, there exists 
a Hamiltonian jet field satisfying the relation 
6 o ?; = T; J R = dp; A dy’ A WJ, + r;X,dyi A w - i;&)dp; A w = dH. (15) 
Proposition 3.5. Hamiltonian jet fields for the same multimomentum Hamiltonian 
form H difJer from each other in soldering forms 5 which obey the relations 
irJQ=O, 
qx, = 0, *A a? =o * (16) 
Conversely, for each exterior horizontal density g = ‘Flw on II,, the form H - g is a 
multimomentum Hamiltonian form. 
Outline of proof. Let 2 be an exterior horizontal density. The algebraic equations 
5 _I R = (&dyi - i?f,)dp;) A w = -dk 
for the soldering form 3 always have a local solution niic = -ai&g. They have a 
global solution if E admits the vertical splitting. 
Proposition 3.6. Multimomentum Hamiltonian forms and Hamiltonian connections 
exist on the Legendre manifold. 
Outline of proof. Indeed, if I is a connection on E, the associated form 
Hr = (I’ o nn) J 8 = p;dy’ A wx - p;ri,w 
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is a multimomentum Hamiltonian form. The associated Hamiltonian connection is 
I; = dz’ @ (a, + I’$?, + (4&p; - AQpj” + A@&)8$ . 
This is a connection on Ilr induced by the connection V’I’ on V*E and a linear 
symmetric connection A on TX: 
A; = -ApvX(+F’, A%(z) = A%@>. 
In view of Propositions 3.5 and 3.6, we further restrict our consideration to multi- 
momentum Hamiltonian forms 
H = Hr - ii = pfdyi A w,, - Rw = p”dy” A wA - p$i,w - ‘Hw 
where I is a connection on E. Given another connection I” = I + 0, we have 
The vertical differential of a multimomentum Hamiltonian form H defines the asso- 
ciated momentum morphism 
H :II+ Eol, 
(2, yi, yk) 0 ii = (& yi, a$), 
and the associated connection IH = fi o 6 on E where 6 is the global zero section of 
Il. As a consequence, there is the canonical splitting 
H = Hrw - ii. 
Conversely, every bundle morphism @ : II -+ E”’ over IdE defines the associated 
multimomentum Hamiltonian form 
For instance, if a multimomentum Hamiltonian form H satisfies the condition Hs = H, 
then 2 = I’ o in and H = Hr for some connection I on E. 
Given a multimomentum Hamiltonian form H, we introduce the associated Hamilton 
operator 
&H = dH - fi : Ii:’ --f An+‘T*IIl, 
&H = (yfxj - @‘H)dp; A w - (p;“, + &‘)-t)dy” A w. 
The relation (15) then takes the form of the Hamilton equations 
&Ho?;=dH-FJfl=o, 
jy? = -$‘FI ax t 7 r” (A) = a;T-l. 
(17) 
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It follows that a Hamiltonian jet field has the form 
r = dzX @I (aA + ak7-0; + r;&Q. (18) 
In particular, if r is a Hamiltonian connection, we have j’nn o I! = g. 
Let a Hamiltonian jet field I! for a multimomentum Hamiltonian form H has an 
integral section r of II 1, that is, l? o T = jrr where jlr denotes the first order jet 
prolongation of r. Then, T is a solution of the Hamilton equations 
r*(v~ dH) = 0 
for every vertical vector field u on II,. 
(1% 
Proposition 3.7. Let r be a local solution of the Hamilton equations (19) on a closed 
subset N c X. Then, there exists a local Hamiltonian jet field which has the integral 
section r. 
Outline of proof. Since local sections of Ker &H exist and differ from each other 
in soldering forms satisfying the relations (16), K er & H is locally an affine subbundle 
of II:‘. Then, a section r(N) + j’r(N) of Ker&H on r(N) can be extended to a local 
Hamiltonian jet field on an open subset of Ill. 
Let us consider multimomentum Hamiltonian forms associated with Lagrangians. 
Given a fibred manifold E, a first order Lagrangian L is defined to be the bundle 
morphism 
L : E”’ + A\“T*X, L = cw. 
The vertical differential of L generates the corresponding Legendre morphism 
2 : Eol + II, 
(xX, ?&If) 0 2 = (xA, yi, 7$), + = a$C. 
Given L, the following forms associated with L are defined on Fol: 
(i) the pullback of the multimomentum Liouville form tJ by L: 
BL = 8 o 2 = -nfdyi A w @ dx, 
(ii) the symplectic form fly = -d& = R o 2, 
(iii) The Poincark-Cartan form 
ZL = Or J OL + L = n?dyi A wA - I&&W + Cw. 
Using the pullback of these forms by the projection ?E -+ JIE, one can construct the 
Euler-Lagrange operator for L: 
rL = dZL - & _I QL : ?E + An+‘T*E, 
&L = (8; - &xd;x)Ldy’ A w, 
o1 = dxA @ & 5A = dx + yiai + ylXC!f. 
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A jet field on E’ is termed semiholonomic (resp. holonomic) if it takes its values in 
?E (resp. J2E). Given an Euler-Lagrange operator EL, a semiholonomic jet field 
is called the Lagrangian jet field for L if it satisfies the equation &L o I? = 0. 
Let s be a local section of El such that jls is a holonomic jet field. Then, s = j’e 
for some local section e of E. If jls is a Lagrangian jet field for L, the section e is a 
solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations 
(j2e)*(UJ CL) = 0 
for any vertical vector field u on E. 
PO) 
Definition 3.8. We say that a multimomentum Hamiltonian form H is associated 
with a Lagrangian L if it satisfies the relations 
20@14 =IdQ, Q = Z(JlE), 
H=Hfi+Lo6. 
Proposition 3.9. Given a multimomentum Hamiltonian form H associated with a 
Lagrangian L, we have 
The following theorems relate the multimomentum Hamiltonian formalism and the 
Lagrangian formalism for semiregular Lagrangians L, that is, Q is a subbundle of II 
and z-‘(p), p E Q, is a connected submanifold of J* E. 
Proposition 3.10. Let a Lagrangian L be semiregular and H be an associated mul- 
timomentum Hamiltonian form. The pullback of the Hamilton operator &H by the 
Legendre morphism 2 defines the Euler-Lagrange operator &L for L: 
&I, = &H ojlL]gE : J>E --f /j”T*E. 
Outline of proof. All multimomentum Hamiltonian forms associated with a semireg- 
ular Lagrangian L are equal to each other on the constraint space Q and EL = H o 2 
[5,8]. It follows that 
(& - $H(yj, x;))dn; A w - @i/C t d;‘H(yj, n;)) = 0. 
Recall that 
Proposition 3.11. Let H be a multimomentum Hamiltonian form and 2 be the as- 
sociated Legendre morphism. Every gam$tonian jet field r c JIQ for H defines a 
Lagrangian jet field for EL on Q’ = (H o L)(JlE). 
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Outline of proof. Given a Hamiltonian jet field F for H, let us consider the local 
morphism 
j’ii o?;o 2 : J’E + JIE’. (21) 
This morphism fails to be a jet field on E’ since it is projected to g o 2 # Id El. Being 
restricted to the subspace Q’, the morphism (21) defines a jet field i? on Q’. Using the 
relation (18), one can verify that r is a semiholonomic jet field. Then, we have 
&L 0 T = &H 0 j’z 0 (j’i7 0 i! 0 ~)IQ, = 0. 
Corollary 3.12. Let a section T of II1 takes its values in the image Q of the Legendre 
morphism for a semiregular Lagrangian L. Let r be a solution of the Hamilton equa- 
tions (19) for some multimomentum Hamiltonian form H associated with L. Then, 
the section e = rn or of E satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations (20) and r = @jle). 
Outline of proof. If r is a solution of the Hamilton equations, there is a Hamiltonian 
jet field F such that r o T = j’r. Using the relation (18), we have 
~or=j’?r~o~or=jln~ojlr=jle 
where e = 7rn or is a section of E. If r c Q, we obtain the corollary of Proposition 3.11. 
Corollary 3.13. Given a semiregular Lagrangian L, let s be a section of Ef such 
that j’s is a Lagrangian jet field for L. Let H be a multimomentum Hamiltonian form 
associated with L so that 
@02)os=s. (22) 
Then, the section 2 o s of II1 satisfies the Hamilton equations (19). 
One can show that, if the degeneracy rank of 2 is constant, there is a local momentum 
morphism i? obeying the condition (22) [5,8]. 
4. The n = 1 case and applications to analytical mechanics 
If X = IR1, the familiar Hamiltonian formalism can be reproduced. In this case, there 
are isomorphisms 
E=XxF, II = X x T’F. (23) 
We endow E and II with the corresponding coordinates (2, yi) and (x, yi,pi = yi). 
Let CC = t be the coordinate of X which is compatible with the bundle isomorphism 
T*X = X x IR. Then, every soldering form cr on II1 can be given by the expression 
u = JY @ dx = J(Yi8i + Yiai) @ dx, J=dt 
dx ’ 
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where Y is some vertical vector field on Ii r. Let l?u be the trivial connection on E 
corresponding to the trivialization (23). Let 
H = Hr, - il = &dyi - 3-Idt 
be a multimomentum Hamiltonian form on II. In the coordinates (t, yi, jli), the Hamil- 
ton equations (17) are reduced to the familiar Hamilton equation 
Y J fi = -dvji, fi = d$i A dyi, 
for a Hamiltonian vector field Y on I!?, x T*F. Here, 6 is the pullback of the symplectic 
form on T*X by the projection Iw x T*F + T*F. 
Let us examine the model of one-dimensional oscillator whose frequency is a fixed 
function a(t) of time t E R. It can be described by the composite bundle (9) where 
x = E-k, c = R x rR+. 
Let r be a linear connection on the bundle C. It cannot be brought into zero by 
coordinate transformations since the coordinate ~7 on C is fixed by the function a(t). 
To define a connection Ac on Ec, we follow the adiabatic hypothesis. It postulates 
that there exists a coordinate y such that the above-mentioned oscillator differ from the 
standard oscillator only in the kinetic energy. In the coordinates (t, (T, y), we therefore 
can choose Ax = 0, and the connection (13) on the composite bundle E then reads 
A = dt @ (& + I?;&). (24) 
Let II be the corresponding Legendre bundle endowed with the adapted coordinates 
(&a, y,p,,p,). In accordance with the adiabatic hypothesis, we describe the above- 
mentioned oscillator by the Hamiltonian form 
H = p,da + p,dy - (p,I’; + ;cr’p; + ;y2)dt. (25) 
Let us consider the canonical transformation 
Y = OY’, Py = ;p;, Pu = P& - ;YlPl, 
r: = y’ + r$fl= 0, ry = ry. 
On the quantum level, it fails to be the transformation of physical equivalence. In the 
coordinates (t, 0, y’,p,,pb), the connection (24) and the Hamiltonian form (25) read 
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The corresponding Hamilton equations take the form 
dty’ = -$‘r; + p;, Pw 
&a = rp (264 
plus the equation for p&. We require that the frequency function a(t) be a solution 
of these equations. Then, substituting (26~) into (26a) and (26b), we obtain that the 
equations (26a) and (26b) are the Hamilton equations corresponding to the Hamilto- 
nian 
ti = +sp;y + ;p;z + ;2y? 
This is the classical Hamiltonian of the well-known Berry’s oscillator and the term (14) 
is the Berry connection 
(27) 
5. Yang-Mills theory 
Let P + X be a principal bundle with a structure finite-dimensional Lie group G. 
There is 1:l correspondence between principal connections A on P and global sections 
AC of the affine bundle C = Pol/G modelled on the vector bundle 
c = T’X @ V’P, VGP = VP/G. 
There is the canonical vertical splitting VC = C x i?. The bundle C is provided with 
the fibred coordinates (SF, “21”). A set t ion AC of the bundle C then has the coordinate 
expression 
(Ic,m o AC)(x) = A;(s) 
where A;(z) are coefficients of the local connection l-form (8). In gauge theory, sec- 
tions AC are treated as gauge potentials. 
A configuration space of gauge potentials is the jet manifold JIG’. The affine bundle 
Co’ is modelled on the vector bundle 
T’X I$ (C x T*X @ VGP). 
There exists the canonical splitting [3] 
J’C = C+ $ C_ = ( J2P/G) c$ (A2T*X @ VGP) 
where C+ -+ C is the affine bundle modelled on the vector bundle 
c+ = V2T*X @ VGP. 
(28) 
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The jet manifold JIC is provided with the adapted coordinates 
(?, “;, s$, .?.c) = (z?‘, k;, kFA + kyP + c;kyk;, kFA - k;T; - c3krk;) (29) 
where cF1 are the structure constants of the right Lie algebra gT. These coordinates are 
compatible with the splitting (28). In the coordinates (29), the conventional Yang-Mills 
Lagrangian L(A) of gauge potentials is given by the expression 
where oG is a G-invariant metric in the Lie algebra gT and g is a fibre metric in T*X. 
For gauge potentials, we have the Legendre manifold 
II = AnT*X @TX 5 V’C = A\“T*X @a TX f [C x cl* 
= /“\“T*X 5 [L?; $ CT] 
provided with the adapted coordinates 
(z?, k,“,pk’) = +(pkA + p$‘),pk’] = +(pkA - ~2)). 
The Legendre morphism associated with the Lagrangian (30) is 
2 (A): JIC + Q = /\“T*X @ C: C n, 
C 
p(p’x) = 0, 
The multimomentum Hamiltonian forms associated with the Lagrangian (30) read 
HB = pkAdk,” ~wx - pkAfFAw - Gw, 
si = ~‘%~“g,,g~pp~Alp~~l 1g1-1’2, (32) 
rTA = +[c~k~k:, + d,B~ + &I?,” - c;(k;Bf, + kil?;)] - I’;#?;;” - kr), 
where B is some section of C, r is a connection on C and I’:, are Christoffel symbols 
of a world metric g. We have 
HB/Q = pk^IdkT A WA - ~p~‘Ic,mlk~k~w - Gw, 
i& 0 Z(A) : ( xP, k;,sm 3m 4’ ,A) + (x5 k;, S$(x’, k;), 3;). (33) 
The Hamilton equations corresponding to the multimomentum Hamiltonian 
form (32) read 
(34) 
(35) 
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plus the equations (31b). The equations (31b) and (34) are the familiar Yang-Mills 
equations. The equation (35) plays the role of gauge condition. On the other hand, 
it shows that, given a solution /C(Z) of the Yang-Mills equations corresponding to the 
Lagrangian (30), there is the multimome_tum Hamiltonian form (32) with B(z) = L(z) 
and the associated global morphism HB such that the morphism (33) satisfies the 
condition (22) and /c( ) z is a solution of the corresponding Hamilton equations. 
6. Spontaneous symmetry breaking 
In classical field theory, spontaneous symmetry breaking is modelled by a classical 
Higgs field. Let P be a principal bundle with a structure Lie group G reducible to its 
closed subgroup I<. A classical Higgs field is represented by a global section h of the 
quotient bundle C = P/K with the standard fibre G/K on which the group G acts 
on the left. There is 1:l correspondence between the Higgs fields h and the reduced 
K-subbundles Ph of P. There are different types of spontaneous symmetry breaking. 
We examine the case of matter fields possessing only exact symmetries. 
We shall say that sections C#Jh of a vector bundle Eh with a standard fibre V describe 
matter fields in the presence of a Higgs field h if Eh is associated with the reduced 
subbundle Ph of P, that is, 
Eh = (Ph X v)/K. (36) 
A connection on Eh is assumed to be associated with a principal connection on Ph. 
Matter fields in the presence of different Higgs fields h and h’ are described by 
sections of the matter bundles Eh and Eh! associated with the different reduced bundles 
Ph and Ph’. There is no canonical isomorphism between Eh and Eh,. Moreover, a 
principal connection Ah on Ph is extended to a principal connection Ih on P such 
that h is parallel with respect to Ih, but Ih fails to induce a connection on Ph!. It 
follows that matter fields and gauge potentials possessing only exact symmetries must 
be regarded only in a pair with a certain Higgs field. 
We describe these pairs by sections of the composite fibred manifold (9) where 
Ec = (P x V)/K 
is the bundle associated with the K-principal bundle PC [4]. Indeed, there exists the 
canonical isomorphism of the bundle (36) to the portion rEk(h(X)) of Ec over h(X), 
and this is inclusion of Eh into E. As a consequence, there is 1:l correspondence 
between sections of Eh and sections (11) of E such that 7rEc o 4 = h. In the bundle 
coordinates of Eh induced by the bundle coordinates (10) of Ec, we have @A = &. o h. 
Note that E can be provided with the structure of a P-associated bundle. Its stan- 
dard fibre is the bundle A = (G x V)/I i associated with the K-principal bundle 
G + G/K. The structure group G of P acts on A by the law 
G 3 g : (G x V)/K -+ (gG x V)/K. 
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We however do not consider this structure because, in general, there is no canonical 
inclusion of the standard fibre V of the bundles Eh into A. For instance, the fibred 
coordinates (10) of E are not compatible with the structure of E as a P-associated 
bundle. As a consequence, we can not use connections on E associated with principal 
connections on P in order to describe the above-mentioned pairs of matter and Higgs 
fields. At the same time, one can consider the Berry type connections (13) on E if I 
and Ax are associated with principal connections on P and PC respectively. 
Let II be the Legendre bundle over E. it is provided with the adapted coordinates 
(xX, om, Yi, Pi, p?). Given a Berry type connection A on E, one can construct a 
multimomentum Hamiltonian form 
Hth) = (p;dyi + p;dam) A wA - ($A; + p;ry)w - gw 
on II. In gauge theory of internal symmetries, a Higgs field h fails to be a dynamic 
variable. It is regarded as a background field. Therefore, the Hamiltonian density % in 
H(h) is independent on the momenta p,. A Then, the Hamilton equations with respect 
to p: read 
&h” = I’y. (37) 
Substituting this relation into the expression (13), we obtain the connection 
A = dzX 8 [(ax + a,hmdm) t (AidAh” +&)&I (38) 
on E with the term (14) 
Ak&h”dz? @ & (39) 
similar to the Berry connection (27). Th e connection (38) takes its values in J1 Eh c 
J1 E and so is reducible to the connection 
Ah = dzX @ [& + (AL&h” + z;)&] (40) 
on Eh. This connection is associated with the principal connection on Ph induced 
by the principal connection Ax on PC. Moreover, one can always choose the bundle 
coordinates of C so that a solution of the equation (37) takes the form h = const, 
I = 0. In these coordinates, the term (39) in the connections (38) and (40) disappears. 
At the same time, deviations from a background Higgs field are represented by sections 
of the bundle C’ which are not the jet prolongations of sections of C. In this case, the 
term (39) takes the form ayAk. It describes interaction between Higgs field deviations 
and matter fields. 
7. Gravitation theory 
By P, we further mean the GL+(4, R)-principal linear frame bundle over an oriented 
world manifold X4, and C is the Higgs bundle C = P/SO(3,1). Global sections of C 
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are tetrad gravitational fields. In the gauge gravitation theory, dynamic variables are 
pairs of tetrad gravitational fields h and gauge gravitational potentials Ah. 
There is 1:l correspondence between the reduced SO(3,1)-subbubdles Ph of P and 
tetrad gravitational fields h identified with global sections of the Higgs bundle C. The 
gauge potentials are identified with sections Ah of the bundle Pfr/SO(3,1). 
Let Qh = {z,“} be an atlas of P such that sections z,h take their values in the 
reduced SO(3,1)-subbundle Ph. Let q T be a holonomic atlas of P. With respect to 
these atlases, the tetrad field h is represented by tetrad functions 
where {t} is a fixed basis for the standard fibre iR4 of TX. 
A gauge gravitational potential Ah is uniquelly extended to a principal connection 
A on P. With respect to an atlas Q h, A is represented by coefficients of the local 
connection form (8): 
A”‘,(s) = -Ab”+) = A;(x)Imab = -$Acd,(z)(Icd)ab 
where (I,d)ab are generators of SO(3,l) acting on IR4. 
To define configuration and phase spaces of gravitational fields, let us consider the 
composite fibred manifold 
P+C-+X4 (41) 
*noted by P [6]. This is not a principal bundle. The canonical action of GL+(4, R) on 
P on the right is not compatible with the fibration (41) whereas the action of SO(3,l) 
on F is not free. The pairs (h, Ah) of tetrad gravitational fields and gauge gravitational 
potentials can be represented by sections of the composite fibred manifold 
F”‘/SO(3,1) + c + x4 
which we denote by CK. It follows that, in the gauge gravitation theory, the configu- 
ration space is the jet manifold JICk- and the phase space is the Legendre bundle 
II = /j4T*X4 F& TX4 $_ V*CK. 
h 
(42) 
Given an atlas {z,“} of PC and a holonomic atlas {$$} of P, the fibred manifold C’K 
is endowed with the local fibred coordinates 
(xp, a;, kab x = -kbaA,a$,) (43) 
where ai(a),a E C, are the fibred coordinates of C which are matrix components of 
the element ($$ o z,“)(cr) E G acting on IR4. There is the relation (12) 
kabX = gabX + kab;o,“X 
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between the coordinates kabA of CK and the bundle coordinates iab~, kabE of the bundle 
R9SO(3,1). 0 ne can use this relation in order to obtain transition functions between 
the coordinate charts (43). Since the bundle 
GL+(4, R) --f GL+(4, R)/SO(S, 1) 
is trivial, we can restrict ourselves to atlases {z,“} with transition functions being 
constant on fibres of the bundle C. In this case, the coordinates ai and kabA of CK are 
transformed independently of each other. Let s be a section of CK. In the coordinates 
(43), we have 
(0,X 0 s)(x) = Q(z), (kabA o s)(z) = AabX(x). 
It follows that sections of CK describe the above-mentioned pairs of tetrad fields 
and gauge gravitational potentials and that we can use the jet manifold J’CK as the 
configuration space of gravity. It is provided with the fibred coordinates 
(xP, a;, kab x = -kbaA, a&, ++ sabfi~, Fabp~, &u), 
ab 
s px- - kabllA + kab xI1 - kacpkcbX t kachCbp, 
Fab fix - - kabXfi - kabwA + kacpkcbX - kacAkcbp, (44) 
where (C d, a&, &+ o&J are the coordinates of the repeated jet manifold PC’. 
For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our consideration to its semiholonomic subman- 
ifold ax = ox ap a(PL). The adapted coordinates of the Legendre bundle (42) are (xp, ai, 
kabA, a&, py, p,b”, pi”‘) where (xP, ai, pi’) are the adapted coordinates of the 
Legendre bundle 
/j4T*X @TX @ V’C. 
To define them, one can use the vertical splitting (6) and the local morphism 
aoVz;:VC + VPC + PC x g/ 
where gl is the left Lie algebra of SO(3,l). In the coordinates (44), Lagrangians of 
gravitation theory are constructed by means of the curvature Fabpv and the torsion 
flab= = CT;C+~~~ - a;k”+ (45) 
where ai are components of the inverse matrix. 
We here restrict our consideration to the Hilbert-Einstein Lagrangian of classical 
gravity because of its feature in comparison with Lagrangians quadratic in curvature. 
In the coordinates (44), this Lagrangian reads 
LHE = - & Fab~~o~o~~-l~, u = det(uf). (46) 
The corresponding Legendre morphism ZHE is given by the expressions 
py = 0, avp p, = 0. (47) 
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The following multimomentum Hamiltonian forms are associated with the Lagran- 
gian (46): 
where I? is a principal connection on P, (r,B) is some composite connection on ?;, l? 
is a connection on CK and Nab~P = -NabP~ is a soldering form on CK. We have 
HHE[Q = rabX’dkabA A wti - $T,b X~(kacXkcb, - kacpkcbX)w, 
EHE 0 EHE : (6 0,X, kabX, &, Sub+ Fabp~, &) 
+ (25 d, kabX, f;,, fnbcp+ 2NabpA, Th\,,@) (48) 
The Hamilton equations corresponding to HHE read 
Fab px = 2Nabl~, (494 
c3,kabA + dxkab, = 2i?bt,Xl, (4W 
a@,” = r;,, WC) 
-A 
%J,“y = L”~7 (494 
plus the equations which are reduced to the identities on the constraint space (47). On 
this space, the equations (49e) and (49f) take the form 
dP7r,,XP = 2kbc$Q,X’ + 7T,,pyrxpy, (504 
NCbpc,a;&b fllJ = 0. PW 
Substituting the equation (49a) into the equation (50b), we obtain the Einstein 
equations. The equations (49c) and (49d) h ave the solution a& = &a,^ = r&. It 
follows that the composite connection B belongs to the type (38). Then, the equation 
(49c) means that, given a tetrad field u(x), the connection B reduced on P coincides 
with r. The equation (49b) plays the role of the gauge condition. Its solution is B = k. 
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In this case, the morphism (48) satisfies the condition (22). Moreover, the equation 
(5Oa) shows that Ic is the Levi-Civita connection for the tetrad field g(x). 
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